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ABSTRACT 

This research is related to the usefulness of different machine learning methods in 

forecasting time series on financial markets. The main issue in this field is that 

economic managers and scientific society are still longing for more accurate fore-

casting algorithms. Fulfilling this request leads to an increase in forecasting quali-

ty and, therefore, more profitability and efficiency. In this paper, while we intro-

duce the most efficient features, we will show how valuable results could be 

achieved by the use of a financial time series technical variables that exist on the 

Tehran stock market. The suggested method benefits from regression-based ma-

chine learning algorithms with a focus on selecting the leading features to find the 

best technical variables of the inputs. The mentioned procedures were implement-

ed using machine learning tools using the Python language. The dataset used in 

this paper was the stock information of two companies from the Tehran Stock 

Exchange, regarding 2008 to 2018 financial activities. Experimental results show 

that the selected technical features by the leading methods could find the best and 

most efficient values for the parameters of the algorithms. The use of those values 

results in forecasting with a minimum error rate for stock data.  

 

 

1 Introduction 
Forecast of financial time series is of the most critical issues in making financial decisions. In this 

regard, the Tehran Stock Exchange is of great importance for domestic and international financial 

markets [1,2]. Based on the economic events and data of the past, it provides a profitable method for 

the future. Financial time series forecasting is a challenging issue in the time-series field and has at-

tracted many researcher’s attention [3]. Nwwaaay,, it is eee ff  tee ficccc ill  mrrktt s maaagrr ’’ oon-

cerns that individuals with different tastes selection and amounts of every kind of asset to be able to 

enter those markets, to recognize suitable opportunities and to gain good profit based on correct as-

sessment. Today's world is that of change, and it is an essential factor in organizational success and 

survival to know what we expect in the future. Governments, shareholders and organizations manag-

ers need to forecast exports and imports, recognizing the market situation, and the organization's fu-

ture, respectively [4]. Managers take personal and professional decisions based on forecasting situa-

tions in the future. In many cases, forecasting is based on present and past. They, in fact, try to link 

two or more valuables so that they can be used for forecasting. On the subject of forecasting at finan-

cial markets, it is a priority to analyze data [5]. Two standard methods are used for analyzing financial 

series: technical analysis, basic analysis.  

Basic analysis is an analyzing method that works on key figures and information on companies' finan-
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cial statements, the country's macro-economy figures, and influencing agents on different economies. 

Therefore, selling or buying shares or any kind of asset is done after the information about the afore-

mentioned items has been assessed [6]. Technical analysis is a method for forecasting markets based 

on assessing and studying price history and turnover on markets. Technical analysis is of mathemati-

cal formulas related to prices and turnover data that are used for modelling some aspects of shares 

prices for indices [7]. Technical analysis includes studying and assessing different indices, charts, and 

patterns that illustrate market trends and different shares status for investors. Machine learning meth-

ods, inspired by pattern-ology and computational learning theory, investigate the studying and con-

structing algorithms that are able to learn and forecast based on data. Such algorithms do not follow a 

  gg,mm’i i ttt rttt  sss  yet, they forecast or make decisions based on modelling and sample input data. 

Machine learning methods are used on computational works where designing and programming ex-

clusive algorithms with suitable function are hard or impossible.  

Machine learning methods have a close relationship with computational statistics, and they often 

overlap with each other. This branch is about forecasting by computers, and has a secure connection 

with mathematical optimisation that it, in turn, introduces to the system method, theories and func-

tions. Machine learning sometimes merges with data analysing. This sub-branch focuses on explorato-

ry analysis of data, and it is known as non-supervised learning. A machine learning method, in the 

data analysis field, is a method for designing complex models and algorithms used for forecasting. In 

industry, it is known as predictive analysis. Data and past samples are the first steps to learn the ma-

chine. In the field of computer science, theories are put forward in that basics or extracted to learning 

data, so that software can be developed meeting users' needs. Therefore, software development will be 

made possible on learning machines so that parts of software system basics that are not extractable 

through analysing and designing by analyses and designers can be achieved from past data. In learn-

ing the scope, this body of extracted basics is called a model. So, the goal is that for the extracted 

model to be as common as possible so that it can be used with a high degree of precision for data that 

is not created. Financial markets play an essential role in organizing modern society, socially and eco-

nomically [12]. Most assets are undoubtedly exchanged through the stock market worldwide, nowa-

days. National economies are profoundly affected by the stocks' value forecasting function on the 

stocks market. One of the most critical pieces of information for investors on stock markets is shares 

rr iee iff rr mtt i... Trrr ff rr ,, ttt  lll y is aaarss rr iee iff rr mtt inn aaallgggigg ttt  ll oo it is ivvsstrr ’’ 
favorite. 

  However, investing in the stock market is an essential part of the economy. Therefore, forecasting, 

especially in developing countries like Iran, is very important, to manage the stock market for achiev-

ing stable development. That eases decision-making for the stock market executives under the current 

uncertainties. Investors are also able to forecast shares price or overall index and make logical deci-

sions, accordingly. Considering the importance of the subject, machine-learning algorithms have al-

ready presented remarkable functions based on studies. Thus, most papers in shares price field center 

around intelligent methods, nowadays [4]. Therefore, doing more research in this field seems neces-

sary. Since machine-learning methods are empowered to model complicated engineering problems 

and nonlinear systems, they are known as a suitable method for forecasting share prices. The main 

objective of tii s eeeer  ((b))  EEEaaeecoeeo  λλλ    ff  frr ccsstigg Ir’’’ s ttkkk mrrktt  aaare rr iees ss a 
financial time series using learning algorithms. To achieve that goal, it is vital to select the most suita-

ll f f aatrr ssm mii r rrr rr tt rr ’’ eettiggs, and effective ones in chosen algorithms. 

This paper illustrates how suitable precision, as well as having access to the most effective features 
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can be achieved through utilising technical analysis of financial time series available on stock market 

data. Although technical analysis to achieve technical features has been taken advantage of in past 

studies and researches, it is an innovation to consider more technical features, diversity and arrange-

ment of features of these kinds together, in this paper. The presented Innovations in this paper are as 

follows: 

1- Selective data are the ones that are assessed with respect to the presented features for the 

first time. 

2-  Also employing the most usable learning algorithms based on regression to forecast differ-

ent share prices on Tehran's stock market. 

3- It is selecting 23 proposed features that have been calculated based on technical analysis. 
 

2 Literature Review  
 

Forecasting financial time series can be one of the main challenges in time series and machine learn-

ing scope. In past decades, several methods for forecasting financial markets and presenting decision-

making back systems have been proposed. Soft calculation such as expert, phase, and neural systems 

has been used for financial series and modelling with relative success. Compared to traditional statis-

tical forecasting methods; soft calculation techniques impose a non-linear relationship on input data 

distribution without having any prior knowledge. Artificial neural networks have recently become 

popular for forecasting financial markets.  Artificial neural networks are data-based and self-

mmmttt ill e mtt ssss sttt  rr e lll e to rccggii ee time eeriss’ llll iaaar aaaavirr  witoout any statistical 

hypothesis. For instance, Haw et al. [8] concluded that artificial neural networks work better statistical 

methods such as linear regression and Box Jenkins methods. A similar study was done by Pang et al. 

[9] show that artificial neural networks can be successfully used for modelling and forecasting nonlin-

ear time series.  

 Some proposed neural networks that are widely used for forecasting financial markets are: the single-

layer perceptron, multilayer perceptron. Although multilayer neural networks of more complex, they 

are used for modelling more than two other methods. In most researches, the MLP has been employed 

for learning relationship between some technical features and forecasting minimum and maximum of 

daily share prices. For example [10], MLP algorithm has been used to forecast Bangladesh share pric-

es using a combination of the following: technical features of convergent-divergent mobile mean and 

relative power index. To categorize companies based on financial problems, the MLP algorithm has 

also been used for learning some financial amounts and company's balance sheet conformed with 

basic analysis. Cavalcant et al. [11] suggest different learning algorithms in financial markets for the 

testing field. Each of those algorithms performs forecasting depending on the financial time series that 

input valuables receive. Suggestive approaches on amounts and types of variables used for modelling 

monetary markets are different in different papers [13].  For instance, Chen and Haw [14] suggest 

ways to measure volume level and acceleration rates for forecasting testing learning algorithms to 

technical analysis of the body of technical features such as mobile mean, mobile illustration mean 

movement mean of convergence and divergence, volume ratio and relative power index. Barak and 

Modares [15] suggest income price ratio and cash flow through fundamental technical analysis on 

some economic and key features of a company such as its size. 
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3 Methodology 
 Considering the importance of the subject that was stated in the introduction and that forecasting 

shares prices are one of the most important subjects of financial markets (since shares prices data is of 

high variability, complexity, dynamics and chaos, the unknown relationship between shares prices and 

perfecting agents is dynamic. Therefore, the problem is how to irrr aase Ir... s ttkkk mrrktt  rr iees 
forecasting precision as the financial time series using learning algorithms. To achieve that goal, it is 

significant to select the most suitable features and main and most effective parameter for selected al-

gorithms.  

 3.1 The Proposed Method 
 This paper illustrates how promising precision, as well as the most effective features can be achieved 

using technical analysis of financial time series available on the stock market. Although technical 

analysis has been used to achieve technical features in past researches, considering more technical 

features, diversity, and arrangement of this type of features together are an innovation in this paper. 

Using backward and forward methods in this paper is due to considering all possible subsets of fea-

tures. In this method, the best options with the least errors are selected using all possible options and 

giving scores to features. The proposed solution is dependent on employing machine learning algo-

rithms based on regression with a focus on forwarding feature Selection methods, to finding the best 

input technical variables. The research flowchart is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

Fig. 1 The proposed Method Flowchart 
 

T. is eeeeI’s primary ttt a is the stkkk iff ormtt inn ff  two ... iiii ss in Thhrnn’s ttkkk mrrktt . ccc h 
piece of the stocks data includes ten features as follows: date, first price, highest price, lowest price, 

final price, volume, value, number of deals, and the share price of the last day of every day. Technical 

analysis was calculated using technical analysis on basic features for companies shares in a 10-year 

interval. New data is created with extracting technical features and adding to basic data with basic 

features. Proposed features that are based on technical analysis can be seen in Table 1.  

New Data 

Forecasting 

Proposed Fea-

tures 

Selecting Algorithms 

Based on regression 
Feature Selection with 

forward and backward 

method 

Determining Ef-

fective Parameters 

Set parameter values 
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Table 1: The proposed Features 

Num Suggested feature Num Suggested feature Num Suggested feature 

1 Total price index 9 
Moving Average Convergence-

Divergence(MACD) 
17 

Relative power 

index(RSI) 

2 Industry index 10 3 day moving average(3MA) 18 
Bollinger Up 

Band(BUB) 

3 Weight index 11 5 day moving average(5MA) 19 
Bollinger Lower 

Band(BLB) 

4 Industry Indicator 12 10 day moving average(10MA) 20 
The first days of 

each week 

5 Total Return 13 20 day moving average(20MA) 21 
Latest Stock Trad-

ing Days 

6 Industry returns 14 30 day moving average(30MA) 22 
The first months of 

each year 

7 
Beta coefficient of in-

dustry indicator 
15 7day average of volume(7AV) 23 

Change rate in-

dex(ROC) 

8 
Beta coefficient of total 

return 
16 Weighted moving average(WMA) 24 

*Stock Re-

turns(label Feature) 

 

Table 2:  Effective parameters in each algorithm 

Values parameter Algorithm 

rbf-linear Kernel 

SVR 
0.01 ,1 ,0.001 0.1, 0.0001, Gamma 

10 ,15 ,20 , 100 ,130 ,136 1 ,5 , C 

0.9 ,0.009 ,0.0009 , 0.1 ,0.001 epsilone 

0.01  ,0.001, 0.0001, alpha 

MLP 

32 ,25 ,50 ,60 1 ,5 ,10 , hidden_layer_size 

0.01 ,1 ,0.001 0.1, learning_rate_init 

50 ,100 ,150 ,200 max_iter 

0 ,1 random_state 

0.01 , 0.001,0.009 0.0001, tol 

 

Three regression-based mostly used algorithms in financial markets for more scope that was chosen 

after that the proposed features have been collected are as follows: Support Vector Machine (SVR), 
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Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and Decision Tree (DT). Three chosen algorithms are representatives 

of learning algorithm families. For example, DT algorism, MLP algorithm, and SVR algorithm albi-

nism are of a tree, neural networks, and support vector family, respectively. In other words, all three 

algorithms are of standard and basic machine learning algorithms. Technical features are introduced 

into algorithms as input variables during 23 stages using forward and backward feature selection 

methods. 

Finally, the parameters of each algorithm were investigated and those that their change of amounts 

was effective for forecasting in financial markets scope were selected. (Table 2) A list of amounts 

designated to each of those parameters during the implementation stage. The routine is for algorithms 

to set different amounts in each parameter list during each try and to keep the best and most suitable 

amounts that improve forecasting. Finally, the best amount of selected parameters of each algorithm 

for each input feature was selected. 

 

4 Evaluation and Results  

What is important in financial series forecasting using the learning machine algorithm is to provide 

the best forecasting by comparing and evaluating of different algorithms results. One of the active 

factors in algorithms' success is to evaluate them according to suitable criteria. 

4.1 Evaluation Data 

Tee aata ssdd in this peeer is of two cmmiiii ss in Terr nn’s �tkkk mrrktt .  The data has been collect-

ed from 2008 to 2018 using the software Tesclient. The data include 2000 samples and 10 basic fea-

tures: date, first price, highest bid, lowest bid, final price, volume, value, number of transactions, and 

aahh aaar’’s price nn a ppeii fic yyy ddd tee dyy fff ore thtt . Data is oollett dd uurigg–the firtt  tt gg..  

Then, data with no amount is removed using noise removing functions, and the data is subsequently 

normalized. According to the researches done on financial series forecasting using machine learning 

algorithms, evaluation figures are put into two categories using validation methods: train set and test 

set, the train set is used for training algorithms. It shall be noticed that the train set, in turn, is divided 

into 2 categories, train, and validation that are used for evaluating training amounts resulted from train 

figures. Results from the evaluation are only used for selecting the best train set. It is certain that re-

sults from the evaluation of figures used in training or not considered as general evaluation results. 

Yet, what is meant as a result of algorithm precision evaluation is the precision of that algorithm on 

forecasting samples that are in the test set category. To determine test and try set for each share, 60% 

of data to the training set, and 20% of data to test set is designated, respectively. The other 20% is 

considered as a validation set, all of which are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3:  The number of train and test samples for each of the two stocks 

TEST SET TRAIN SET TOTAL SAMPLE  STOCK NAME 

140 414 616 PARS OIL COMPANY 

138 443 716 SHAZAND PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY. 
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In the financial time series, traditional mutual evaluation (like K-fold) cannot be used due to their time 

dependence and arbitrary selecting of the test set. Therefore, validation stages used in financial time 

series are as follows: 

First stage: all data is divided into some parts. The assumption for the implementation is three, but 

the number 10 was considered as a suitable number for dividing the data. Therefore, the data is di-

vided into 10 parts and one part is chosen during each stage.  

The second stage: The selected part of 10 parts is divided into test and train sets, and then the val-

idation is done. 

The third stage: again, another part of 10 selected parts and the part that was validated during the 

second stage is added to this part. Then, train and test sets are specified, and evaluated. As in figure 

2, the trend continues until all the 10 parts are validated. 

 

Fig. 2 Validate Financial Data Series 

 

To accomplish the evaluations, basic figures are once evaluated with 10 basic features. Then an eval-

uation is done on new figures. The new figures are the ones with proposed features that are selected 

using forward and backward methods and are introduced into algorithms as inputs. 

4.2 Evaluation Criteria 

 To evaluate learning algorithms using the proposed method, the standard criteria in financial series 

forecasting scope mean square error and root mean square error is employed. These criteria are widely 

used for forecasting. 

1. The square mean error, as it is called, three operations are done on data: 

1) Calculating algorithms output error,  

2) Multiplying   ll grr itmm’e errrr  yy the power of 2, 

3) Calculating the mean of the sum of all errors that have been multiplied by the power of 2 and 

it can be calculated by relation 1. 

Test 

Test 

 

Test 

 

Test 

 

Test 

 

Train 

Train 

 

Train 

 
Train 

 

Train 

 

Training subset Validation 
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21
( )

i i
RMSE f y

N
≅ 0

 
(1) 

The amount of each variable in relation 1 is: 

if :  Equivalent of algorithms output 

i
y :   Equivalent of a definitive answer 

2.   Mean square root error, which is a very useful criterion for measuring precision for continuous 

time that is as in relation 2. 

21
( )i iRMSE f y

N
≅ 0  

 

(2) 

As illustrated in Table 4, validating and testing for Pars oil stocks, on basic figures (data) show that 

the SVR algorithm has a better function than MLP and DT with both MSE and RMSE evaluation cri-

teria. 

Table 4:  Prrs ooo ooo pnny’s hhrrEE Evll uoooon Rssutts on Basic Data 

SE(Validation) RMSE(Validation) Algorithm 

0.00382 0.05776 SVR 

0.00387 0.05821 MLP 

0.00384 0.05787 DT 

MSE(Test) RMSE(Test) Algorithm  

0.05364 0.23161 SVR 

0.03857 0.19640 MLP 

0.04137 0.20340 DT 

Considering results in Table 5 for those shares, all three algorithms with proposed features with re-

spect to basic figures did the forecasting with a lower error rate. All three algorithms with proposed 

features have a better function than forecasting algorithms on basic data, while validating and testing. 

Results showed that MLP and SVR algorithms, having similar outputs, have a better function than a 

decision tree. However MLP with proposed features (1 of 4 cases of proposed features from the fourth 

stage of selecting the feature forward) total index, total efficiency, industry index, RSI index and SVR 

algorism with proposed features (1 of 5 cases of proposed features from the fifth stage of selecting the 

feature forward) total index, total efficiency, industry index, industry efficiency, industry beta co-

efficiency, and 30-day moving men have a better function than decision tree algorithm.  As illustrated 

in Table 5, the MLP an algorithm has a better function than two other algorithms for testing samples. 

The evaluation results showed that although foursome and five some cases did not result in lowest 

error rate for testing samples with proposed features, the lowest error rate as the best forecasting can 

be achieved for dual cases from proposed features. Evaluation indices in the first or second stage with 

one feature or two features results from the lowest rate for test samples. As it is shown in Tables 5 and 

6, validation forecasting and testing of three algorithms for Shazand petrochemical shares for basic 

data with proposed features for basic data with 10 basic features have shown improvement. Invalida-

tion for data with  
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Table 5: Evaluation Results for Pars Oil Company with Propose Features 

MSE(Validation) RMSE(Validation) Algorithm Selected Feature 

0.00137 0.03490 SVR 

Total Return,Industry Indicator,Industry Return, Beta 

Industry Indicator,MA30 

0.00135 0.03481 MLP Total price index ,Industry Indicator,RSI 

0.00165 0.03898 DT 

Total price index ,Total Return,Industry Indica-

tor,Industry Return,  Beta Industry Indicator,Month 

of year 

MSE(Test) RMSE(Test) Algorithm  Selected Feature 

0.05172 0.22742 SVR Industry Indicator,ROC 

0.03257 0.18047 MLP 
Latest Stock Trading Days 

Total price index 

0.03932 0.19830 DT 
Total Return 

Beta Total Return 

 

Table 6: Results of the Evaluation of Shazand Petrochemical Shared with Basic Data 

MSE(Validation) RMSE(Validation) Algorithm 

0.00580 0.06646 SVR 

0.00478 0.06532 MLP 

0.00599 0.07410 DT 

MSE(Test) RMSE(Test) Algorithm  

0.20467 0.45241 SVR 

0.18110 0.42556 MLP 

0.17155 0.41418 DT 

 

 

Table 7: Results of the Evaluation of Shazand Petrochemical with Propose Features 

MSE(Validation) RMSE(Validation) Algorithm Selected Feature 

0.00101 0.02982 SVR 
Total price index ,Total Return,Industry Indicator,Industry 

Return,  Beta Industry Indicator,MACD 

0.00188 0.04086 MLP 
Total price index ,Total Return,Industry Indicator,Industry 

Return,  Beta Industry Indicator,MACD 

0.00204 0.04266 DT 
 

Total price index ,Total Return,Industry Indicator,Industry 

Return,  Beta Total Return,3MA,BLB 

0.16583 0.40723 SVR 
Total Return, ROC 

0.10612 0.32577 MLP 
Total Return, WMA 

0.16658 0.40814 DT 
RSI 
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5 Conclusions 

 Evaluation results on two shares with forwarding, and backward feature selecting methods for 23 

proposed features based on technical analysis showed that MLP and SVR algorithms have a better 

function than a decision tree. Another impressive result that can be seen in evaluation is that all the 

stages from 1 to 23 of selecting features for validation have a lower error with respect to elementary 

data that the best forecasting with the lowest rate for stages 1 to 6 is seen using forward feature select-

ing. Among those stages, foursome or five some or six some cases have a better result than other cas-

es. In the experiment stage, although the lowest rate was not in foursome or five-some or six-some of 

the proposed feature, it was in stages 1 to 6; therefore, testing results are acceptable. As can be seen in 

figures 3 and 4, validation results clearly show the effective presence of proposed features (total in-

dex, total efficiency, and industry index and industry co-efficiency for both MLP and SVR algorithms 

in different combinations from selected features in each of those two shares. 

 

Fig.i3 Validation results with RMSE 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Testing results with RMSE 
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